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Runtime: 82 minutes. Premiered: June 19th, 2019 at the Fringe. The actors in the play Camilla, Christine are mostly first-time
performers. They’re not known in the London theatre world, and their director (Ashwani Dhir) says they’re from “a completely
different world.” After I interviewed Camilla, Christine and Dhir, I knew exactly what he meant. Camilla, Christine is a play
with ambition. The script would be better without the stereotypes of an elderly stage family and an uptight teacher who should
know better. But the majority of this play takes place in the home of Camilla and Christine’s Aunt (Amanda Schaum, also first
time) and Uncle (Gordon Solomon). The play centres on the effect they have on Camilla and Christine, and the effect they have
on each other. At some point, they almost turn into a real family. In the opening scene, Camilla and Christine visit Aunt for the
first time. Camilla has just moved in with Aunt, Christine is still sleeping. They’ve just spent a week or so hanging out. Aunt
greets them and proceeds to start smoking and drinking. She wants to discuss Christine’s mother. Aunt tells Camilla that her
mother died in a car accident before Christine was born. Camilla later figures out that Christine’s mother was in fact her aunt.
Camilla only knew her as her “stepmother.” Camilla considers this a lot, telling us she was happy her mother died and that “it
was better for her.” The story and dialogue is sharp, the situation is funny. Camilla looks positively on the decline of her aunt
and the girl she is living with. “You’re a fucking nightmare!” Camilla tells Christine when Aunt makes a mess. Later, when Aunt
is failing to care for Christine properly, Camilla tells Aunt, “Christine’s going to leave you.” Aunt tells Camilla that she’s being
too mean. Camilla thinks her aunt should have some “inner peace” instead of looking for her mother all the time. When Camilla
accuses Aunt of being “obsessed” and “crazy,” Aunt asks Camilla if she’s accusing her of not caring for her daughter properly.
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